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-Snow White Remixed

training and. being white. couJ.d come ~t the piece from a different perspective This is the piece that Oneika
appropriated. making intriguing connections with the Hottentot figure and contemporary ways of portraying
the black stereotype through the use of the Nicki Minaj animation set 1n contrast to the innocent/pure Snow
White figure.

explores how visual
_culture is affecting
·the younger
generations. and
how they are moving
beyond it but are still
enmeshed in that
culture.

In all these p1eces I am Interested in how visual culture has been used to develop a certain kind of double
consciousness. In Purity. Sanctity & Corporeality. I was further exploring Chnstian Boltanski's idea of images
displayed in museums as 'holy relics·. so the video is projected in Rena issance-looking frames. Boltanski
very astutely questions the way art history has been set up to be a vehicle of the ruling classes. I found the
process of creating video paintings intriguing and. with the use of new technologies. hope to ques.tion the
tradition of painting. Snow White Remixed explores how visual culture is affecting the younger generations.
and how they are moving beyond it but are still enmeshed in that cultu re.

People is a really old interactive piece I like to show because it sets up a context for what I am dealing with. and
looks at people and race in more complex ways Individuals tend to display on the surface a distinct identity.
but beneath are always nascent identities that will be choices in the constant process of identity formation.
The vi ewer is able to rollover a person that freezes. while everyone else in the scene. along with a shadow of
the frozen person. continues fo llowing h1s or her path across the projection. With People I use a structure that
moves away from the linear and branch ing structure of storytel ling. In contrast. People uses simu ltaneous
streams of contmuous motion. which are interrupted only by the activities of the user. Thus. it has a rife of
its own. an organic freeness that becomes more complete with the added dimension of the user' s choices.
I was looking at the interactive structure and I was looking at this idea of different paths because I thought
that maybe visual language could help open things up a bit more in terms of dichotomies and binaries and
self/other. black/white. The piece I appropriated from Oneika. although not directly interactive. also works
with the idea of opening up the way we see the figure. I took Oneika's original work. Tiny Struggles. animated
and projected it onto a fragmented mirror that then cast the reflection of fragmented pa rts onto a video
projection of Skin. Although they start as two different pieces. in this show they become one. Tiny Struggles
WithinSkm.

Sandra Stephens
Oneika and I are thinking about colour in differen t ways I've been
reading about the idea of double consciousness. Double consciousness
is th inking of blackness or thinking as a black person through the eyes of
wh ite people. One of the new theories being talked about is that white
people have to also develop a certain kind of double consciousness for
us all to move forward with in racial relations. So thmking of themselves
through the perspective of people of colour. especially with th1s country's
loaded racial history. is one of the things that I am trying to investigate
The piece that relates most directly to this theme is Purity. Sanctity &
Corporeality What the viewer encounters is actually one man playing
different roles across va rious black. white and mixed racial configurations.
I was able to work with two talents. David Sansone (photographer) and
Andrew Shoffner (actor/make-up artist). who portray Jesus Christ and
the Virgin Mary posed in religious garb. With this piece I am also interested
in the 1dea of 'pu rity· and how people are quest1on1ng 1ts relationship
to whiteness and the white body. The Holy Com mun ion received by my
niece inspired the work. and it uses collage with sound from that Catholic
sacrament ·Here the subject is also playing different genders. so the
piece looks at both gender and race. and suggests other ways of thinking
about those confining social constructs.
Ano ther piece in the show is Snow White Rem1xed. Within the piece
are projected shadows of certain stereotypes of the past that blacks
have had to deal with. the Hottentot Venus. the Samba. etc. In it. my
niece poses for the camera dressed as Snow White. as she relays her
own version that she and her friends reenacted at a sleepover What
becomes apparent is how the constru ctions of race and gender are so
much more open in the lives of children. I came up with the concep t for
the piece with Allie Tyre. who was responsible for the sound design and
production stills. It was great to work with Tyre as she had no formal art

Top· Sandra Stephens
Snow White Rem1xed. v1deo mstallatJor
20]] (A collaboration with All1e Tyre)
R1ght Sandra Stepl1ens
Snow White Remtxed. video lfiSta llatlor
2011 (A collaboral1on w1U1 All ie Tyre)
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Oneika Russell
I want to address how appropriation functions in my work. I have always been
more interested in images - looking at images. thinking about my own stories.
wondering and qu~stioning. rather than looking at life to make art from life. The
'Olympia' series IYas ..Q.ne of the first p1eces I produced when I began exh ibiting
as an artist. and is derived from Manet's iconic pa1nting Olympia. This work has
been referenced and appropriated many times by artists like Renee Cox and
Victor Burgin However. the figure that tends to be high lighted is the subject
of the painting referred to in the title. When I looked at it I thought. what
about th is person in the shadows on the right? I could see more of myself in
this person. and I think that's what we do 1n art - look for ourselves within art
I wanted to shift some of the focus to the figure of the Negro maidservant
on the right
Another series I made during this period is 'The Cookie Jar Anthropologies'
The image comes from an object I found that a fam ily member had bought
as a homely figurine to display on the infamous Canbbean 'whatnot'. I
couldn't believe that this kind of object. which was a di rect relative of the
controversial Aunt Jemjma figurines in the US. was being sold in tounst towns
and that someone focal would buy 1t It was an indication of how much in
Jamaican daily life these issues surround ing how we agree to be identified
and represented have escaped our consciousness. I later on went to buy
my own figurine It was really interesting to lind it was being sold by recent
Southeast Asian immigrants who own many of the tou rist collectible shops.
and had commissioned the object from China. So in finding that the item 1s
commissioned by one set of people from another set. and is in turn bough t
by European and American tourists as well as Jamaicans of African descent
as an ornament or memory of the 1sland. md icated a deeply rooted system of
representing the Negro I found the phenomena so interesting that I decided
to make a whole series where I cou ld explore the idea of blackness.

-I wanted to reverse
that role of being
'the other' and work
through issues of
trying to become
equally relevant as
the subject in my
work.

In Jamaican art history, the whole idea of representing the self in a proud way or of looking at the
problematic aspects is quite large. So that's the context that I'm working within. I moved from
thinking about blackness to thinking about how someone like me would be represented to the
world . As a woman classified as 'black'. I wanted to look at the opposite classification of myself
and inhabit that worldview a bit I had been th inking. at that time. about this discussion of the
non -Eu ropean or Western Caucasian as being 'the other'. In a sense. I wanted to reverse that role
of being 'the other· and work through issues of trying to become equally relevant as the subject
in my work. In day-to-day life in the Caribbean. I am not 'the other'. even though via colonial
processes there is a residue confirming that I am. I started playing around wi th pages torn from
Vogue magazine. one of the most idealistic representations of another cu lture in terms of beauty
and style I started looking at supermodels. making texts through images by using popu lar literary
stories and fairy tales that employ a specific imagery. to develop a na rrative about the original
image and the text that I saw coming out of it
One of my favourite images is Millais's Ophelia. It's of a woman floating on wa ter and is qui te
powerful for me. To rework the images and the meaning derived from it. I painted on the surface
of transparent paper and laid 1t over the pages. I read Gothic novels and looked at Pre-Raphaelite
paintings. imagery that I wouldn't necessarily see myself represented in. but found quite beautiful.
I wanted to explore what I fou nd to be beautifu l. and to explore the concepts of beauty I was
being presented. I sta rted to think about the way this cul ture views and interacts with this kind
of imagery and perhaps the way this culture feels it is being viewed. The patterns I chose to use
in these drawings are a signifier of fem in inity. being derived from wra ppers of fem inine products
It revisits this idea of find ing something attractive that should be inappropriate for me to lind
beautiful.
Another aspect evident while working so closely with Sandra 's work was this idea of taking
back the power of the stereotype. I saw the pop icon Nicki Minaj presen ting herself 1n the way
the shadows in Sandra's Snow White Remixed did. but she has also used Caribbean culture to
knowingly construct this identity. I particularly enjoyed a group of videos that are on You Tube where
Minaj gives lap dances. and of course there is the controversy about her body and the way she
dresses. Thinking about how these two inventions of Snow White and Nicki Minaj could exist side
by side as a counterpoint led to my appropriation of Snow White Remixed
Through the discussions. wh ich began on Skype. series of works were produced via distance and on
site as a dialogue of the artists' concerns. Stephens. in using the images of two of Russell's works.
was able to relate the concerns back to one of her earlier works. And Russell has begun to deeply
consider how the resulting works affect the direction of her artistic practice. The work made on
site. Puddle. represents the converging point at which the process of appropriation merged with
the collaborative process to produce a show that features these visual points of banter between
two approaches to art-making. 'Shifting Representations of Colour' became not only an exercise
in formal visual language. but a forum for highlighting some of the concerns and issues faced by
the con tempora ry Caribbean artist both within and outside the region.

Left One1ka Russell
Tiny Struggles

2008
Top: Puddle. v1deo Installation.
2012 -col laboration with
One1ka Russell and Sandra Stephens

